
Cultural Features of the Budj Bim Landscape 

Channels 

The Budj Bim Landscape extends from Mount Eccles 
National Park East of Heywood and along the 
associated lava flows to the coast. This is 
Gunditjmara country, the traditional lands of the 
Gunditjmara Nation. Cultural heritage and 
traditional ecological knowledge is very 
important throughout the region. 
 
The Gunditjmara people have maintained 
their connection to country since European 
settlement. A native title claim was granted 
in 2007. Gunditjmara people manage ten 
properties in the Budj Bim area and have an 
integral role in managing the landscape. 
 
The Gunditj Mirring Partnership Project has 
compiled examples of cultural heritage and indigenous 

ecological knowledge into fact sheets 
to share with the Gunditjmara community 

and the broader community. A Field 
Guide to Cultural Features of the Budj Bim Landscape is also 

available from Gunditj Mirring offices in Heywood and 
Glenelg Hopkins CMA offices in Hamilton. 
 
The Gunditjmara people were very clever hydrologists. 
They built extensive water management structures 
throughout the Budj Bim Heritage Landscape. They 

constructed extensive canals, some more than 300m long. 
These canals or channels are an artificial and excavated 

feature of the Gunditjmara’s ingenuity in water management. 
They channeled water from wetland to wetland, or for use in the 

fish trap systems. 
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These features proved very important to the 
function of fish traps at different water levels 

and during winter and summer hydrological 
regimes. They were constructed from 

basalt, plentiful in the landscape, and 
used during wet seasons and 
sometimes during dry seasons after 
heavy rainfall.  
 
Manipulating the landscape in this 

fashion ensured the Gunditjmara people 
controlled the natural resources, and 

eliminated the need to travel elsewhere for 
sustainable living. 
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